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Tridium’s NiagaraAX Platform Receives BACnet’s Advanced OWS and AWS Listings
AX

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA – January 5, 2012 – Tridium is pleased to announce that its Niagara Supervisor,
Version 3.6 has received BACnet Testing Laboratory’s (BTL) Advanced Workstation Software listing (B-AWS) and
BACnet Operator Workstation Software (B-OWS) listing. These listings represent the highest level of functionality
and provide users with maximum monitoring, control, configuration, commissioning and presentation choices. In
addition, it also ensures for the utmost integration with BACnet systems.
“Tridium has been a strong supporter of BACnet. Obtaining this listing demonstrates our ongoing commitment to
delivering the most advanced BACnet integration options available today,” said Marc Petock, vice president global
marketing and communications of Tridium.
The Niagara Framework is the leading open, intelligent automation platform meeting all the challenges of realworld integration, connectivity, and interoperability among diverse facility systems. Today there are over 285,000
instances deployed in office buildings, data centers, hotels, airports, manufacturing plants, hospitals, convenience
stores, restaurants, churches, schools and universities in 52 countries. Niagara based solutions make buildings
better----ones that use less energy, have lower operating costs, are safer, contribute to sustainable environments
and deliver significant ROI.
More information about the listings can be found at:
http://www.bacnetinternational.net/btl/index.php?m=18
http://www.bacnetinternational.net/btl/
About Tridium
Tridium is the global leader in open platforms, application software frameworks, automation infrastructure
technology, energy management and device-to-enterprise integration solutions. The company’s technology and
applications have fundamentally changed the way devices and systems connect, integrate and interoperate with
each other and the enterprise.
Tridium's configurable software frameworks extend connectivity, integration and interoperability to the millions of
devices deployed in the market today and empowers manufacturers to develop intelligent equipment systems and
smart devices that enable collaboration and communication between the enterprise and edge assets. Our
platforms allow for building and managing complex monitoring, control, and automation solutions, including
applications for building control, facility management, industrial automation, medical equipment, physical security,
energy management, telecommunications, M2M and smart services.
The company is an independent business entity of Honeywell International Inc.
Additional information about Tridium is available at www.tridium.com.
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